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Abstract

Pakistan is an area with unique ethnic diversity, specifically on the basis of language. This present study focuses on the Wakhi identity. Wakhi still exists as a non-written language. The present Wakhi settlers have come to Chitral at various times. Under British rule the Wakhi immigrants settled in different parts of Chitral and now their majority lies in Gojal tehsil of Hunza of Gilgit – Baltistan. This community enjoys unique cultural heritage and enjoy distinct features, which are seen all over the world with keen interest.

The Northern Pakistan is an area of geographical and ethnic diversity and is placed among the most multilingual places of the world.¹ The important languages spoken in the region include Shina, Balti, Burushaskhi, Khawar and Wakhi.² Wakhi is basically the language of inhabitants of Wakhan Corridor, an area presently divided between the extreme northeast of Afghanistan and Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Province of Tajikistan. It belongs to the southern group of the Pamiri languages which are spoken in the mountainous regions of Afghanistan and Tajikistan³. All these languages do not have a script or written legacy and, therefore, are used only as spoken languages.⁴

However, as far as the language structure is concerned, Wakhi, which is rich in archaisms, is relatively different from its neighboring Pamiri languages which are genetically more coherent.⁵ Like other Pamiri languages, Wakhi still exists as a non-written language and is limited to phonetic notations. However, different writing systems have been adopted by some scholars to preserve Wakhi language and literature which included Arabic, Cyrillic, and Latin.⁶

Although divided by borders, the Wakhi language is still very much the same, and dialectal differences are not great.⁷ Main dialects of Wakhi spoken in Pakistan include Gojali, Ishkoman, Yasini, and Yarkuni. Dialect intelligibility is reported not to be a problem even of those living in other countries. Lexical similarity is 84% between Iskoman and Gojal, 89% between Yasin and Gojal, and 91% between Iskoman and Yasin.⁸

The major Wakhi Community settlements in Pakistan are found in Chitral and Gilgit-Baltistan areas. Their ancestors fled to these regions due to couple of reasons including wars⁹, natural calamities, heavy taxation, slavery, and oppression by the local rulers and Afghan officials. The Wakhan District of Afghanistan is connected with Pakistan mainly through the Broghil Pass.

¹ The author is Financial Adviser, Ministry of Finance & Revenue – Islamabad
situated at an altitude of 3,804 meters. The Broghil Pass provided a ‘rare route’ to Pamirs for the European travelers of the nineteenth century, ‘which included more spies than explorers.’ It was also used by the refugees from Wakhan to come to Pakistan during the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan in 1970s. Some other passes including Darwoza, Kankheen, Ochili and Shahgologh also link Wakhan with Pakistan.

The rulers of Badakhshan, Wakhan and Chitral states had mutual relations spread over the centuries. Some times they fought with each other and some times they took refuge in each other’s territories to save their lives. For instance, Mehtar Shah Afzal of Chitral fought war with Mir Sultan Shah of Badakhshan while his brother took refuge in Badakhshan. Likewise, Gohar Aman fought with his enemies with the help of Mir of Wakhan and after his defeat, he fled to Wakhan to take refuge there.

Besides political relations, the state of Chitral had also trade relations with its neighbours and being an important trade route linking China with the Western Asia, it was also known as 'little Kashghar'. Like other neighbouring areas, the traders of Wakhan also used to come to the Yarkun Valley of Chitral in order to sell horses, horse saddles, salt and Badakhshani utensils. However, these political and commercial relations got weakened in the late nineteenth century, when the state of Chitral entered into a protectorate agreement with British India in 1885 and accepted demarcation of boundaries with Afghanistan laid through the Durand Line in 1892-93.

At present, Chitral is the northern most district of the NWFP which is bounded on the north-west and south by Afghanistan. Its total population has been estimated about 318,689 souls among which 1,460 persons are Wakhi speakers which constitute 1.05% of the district’s population. These migrants have mostly come from the Wakhan Corridor, but Wakhi speaking asylum seeker belonging to Tajikistan and Chinese Turkistan have also been settled in the Broghil Valley of Chitral. In fact, the hospitable environment of Chitral has welcomed migrants of 'varying range of ethnic, linguistic and national backgrounds'.

The present Wakhi settlers of Chitral have come to this area in different times. The first batch came to Chitral in 1870, when Amir Abdur Rahman, the ruler of Afghanistan captured Wakhan and consequently the local Wakhi chief, Ali Mardan Khan had to take refuge in Chitral. Soon, some other Wakhi families also migrated to Chitral in order to escape from the compulsory military recruitment initiated by the Afghan rulers. The Mehtar of Chitral, Aman-ul-Mulk allocated barren pieces of land in the Iskoman Valley to the Wakhi refugees. Soon the village of Imit, founded by Ali Mardan Khan, grew to become the largest village of the valley.
By 1906, Wakhi consisted 37% of the total population of the Ishkoman Valley. All Wakhi settlers had to pay taxes to Ali Mardan who was appointed Governor of the area by the British administration in 1896. After his death in 1926, some of the Wakhi settlers re-migrated to Wakhan. Another wave of Wakhi immigrants came to Broghil Valley of Chitral from the Russian Wakhan after the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917. But the vast majority of Wakhi population of Chitral migrated during the years 1936-49 and got settled in the Yarkhun Valley of Chitral.

All Wakhis living in Chitral District are devoted Ismailis. According to local traditions, famous Ismaili dai, Nasir Khusrow also traveled to the Lot Kuh Valley of the Chitral District during his stay in Yamgan, and converted many people to Ismailism. The khalifa plays an important role in the religious life of Wakhis of Chitral. He acts as a local religious leader and leads various religious functions besides Taviz writing and determining 'best time' to start a new journey / work. He is given some money / gifts after conducting religious functions and he is also entitled to an annual tribute from every devotee termed as Nazir-i-Pir. However, his authority has no institutional recognition and in the Jamaat Khanas, centrally appointed Mukhi and Kamdia perform religious functions.

The Ismaili community of Chitral including Wakhis celebrates various festivals which have deep rooted connections with the local traditions. For instance, Pathik is celebrated at the end of March to welcome arrival of spring. The houses are cleaned from smoke stains and everybody wears new or at least/clean clothes. The homes are decorated with pictures on the walls made from flour. The elder person of the family or locality comes and congratulates the family members. Special prayers are also held in Jamaat Khanas and sports competitions are arranged. The Wakhi immigrants, though small in number, have also contributed to cultural traditions of Chitral. For instance, they introduced a peculiar type of overcoat called Warang prepared by goat or deer skin which was later also adopted by other communities of Chitral. Likewise, a musical instrument named Gharba, was also introduced by the Wakhi community in Chitral which was used in religious functions mostly to play Sufi poetry.

However the majority of the Wakhi community of Pakistan lives in the Gojal tehsil of Hunza sub-division of Gilgit-Baltistan. According to some sources, earlier Wakhi migrants got settled in Chipurson Valley of Gojal boarding with Wakhan. It is also claimed that they were present in the upper Gojal area even before the formation of Hunza State. According to a renowned local historian, Qudratullah Baig, Mir Qutlugh of Wakhan captured upper Gojal area and established his state there. However, Mir of Hunza attacked on that state and as a result, all members of the Wakhi ruling family were killed in Ghulkin, a village of Gojal. Consequently, Wakhis were badly treated by the Mirs of Hunza. They were heavily taxed and were forced to work for rulers without any
compensation, especially for construction of irrigation canals.\textsuperscript{39} Wakhi intellectuals complain that even small states of Punial and Gupis were allowed to exist, but Wakhis were never again able to form a state of their own.\textsuperscript{40}

Gojal, whose earlier name was Herber,\textsuperscript{41} is the largest tehsil of Gilgit-Baltistan in terms of its area.\textsuperscript{42} It is spread over an area of about 8,500 sq km and is situated at an altitude varying from 2,340 m to 4,877 m.\textsuperscript{43} Among its 20,000 inhabitants, majority speak Wakhi language, however in some villages, Burushaski and Doomaki languages are also spoken.\textsuperscript{44} It has been observed that 'up to Gulmit, people speak Burushaski but beyond it they generally talk in Wakhi.'\textsuperscript{45}

Gojal tehsil possesses enchanting springs, beautiful meadows, lush green pastures, high peaks and large glaciers. In fact, Gojal has been declared as 'most extensively glaciated area of Karakurum's region.'\textsuperscript{46} The prominent glaciers include Butura, Passu, Ghulkin, Gulmit, Juntosh and Shatubar, while Shisper, Ptundass, Shatuber and Tpropdan are the major peaks of the area.\textsuperscript{47} Famous passes include Patundass, Khunjerab, Peerpik, Minitika, Klik and Irshod while Borit Lake is also situated in Gojal tehsil.\textsuperscript{48} Main valleys of Gojal include Chipursan, Misgar, Khuzmharare, Avgarch and Shimshal.\textsuperscript{49} Several hot springs are also present in the area whose surface temperature can reach up till 21ºC.\textsuperscript{50} Gojal area is also rich in flora and fauna. Marco Polo Sheep, Tibetan Wild Ass, Blue Sheep, Snow Leopards, Himalayan Lynx and Wolf are the major animal species. Major bird varieties of the area include Lammergeiev, Himalayan, Griffen, Valture, Golden Eagle, Himalayan Snowcock and Chaukor.\textsuperscript{51} Moreover, a great diversity of insects, butterflies and plants also exist in the Gojal area.\textsuperscript{52}

Gojal is also an international border-tehsil bordering with China and Afghanistan. China is connected with Gojal through Khunjerab, Peerpik and Minitika passes leading to Khunzhrav, Misgar, Chipursan and Shimshal valleys. In fact, at an altitude of 15,514 feet, Khunjerab Pass is known as 'the highest border crossing in the world'.\textsuperscript{53} The Wakhan Corridor is connected with Gojal through Kilik and Irshod passes leading mainly to Chipurson valley.\textsuperscript{54}

Gojal, being an international border area, received attention of the British policy-makers during their rule over India, who were much worried about the Russian advances in the region. In 1875, a British political agent was appointed in Gilgit mainly to monitor Russian activities in the area.\textsuperscript{55} A. Durand recorded in 1891 that Mir of Hunza, who was also ruling Gojal area, had received Chinese officers in his court and had invited Chinese and Russians to help him.\textsuperscript{56} Therefore, as a precautionary measure, British plugged all passes of Gilgit-Baltistan in order to check any possible intrusions across the borders.\textsuperscript{57}
Gojal's strategic importance continued even after the end of the British control over the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. In order to foster trade and strategic links with China, Karakarum Highway (KKH) was conceived in 1959. Pakistan and China entered into an agreement to build it in 1966. The work on it was started in 1967 and it was completed in 1978, thus changing the entire life spectrum of Gilgit-Baltistan. The KKH is an all-weather, dual carriage mettled road which is about 805 kms long. It starts from Havelian (100 kms from Islamabad) and passes through Abbotabad, Mansehra, Thakot, Chilas, Gilgit, and Hunza to the Chinese frontiers across the 4,733 meters high Khunjerab Pass.

Since their arrival in Hunza, the Wakhi population has contributed a lot in the economic development of the state. During the nineteenth century, Gojal provided four-fifths of all taxes of Hunza, although only one-fifth of the total population of Hunza State resided there. However, now their hard works have paid them very well in all spheres of life. It has been observed that "there could be no bigger contrast than that the Wakhi mountain farmers of Pakistan and Afghanistan. In fact, contrary to Pakistani Wakhis, the high mountain farmers of Wakhan have adopted a strict subsistence strategy and are barely able to survive on the basis of their fields and pastures. To a lesser degree, poor Wakhi communities are present in Pakistan in Baroghil (Yarkhun Valley, Chitral), in Darkot (Yasin) and Ishkoman but in Gojal the levels of development are quite impressive.

By profession, majority of Gojal's population is agro-pastoralists. The area receive only 14 cm of rain every year and agriculture mainly depend on irrigation canals which are fed by the waters of streams, melting snows of glaciers and mountains. Initially, agro-pastoralist practices were quite obsolete as farm tools were made of wood while livestock maintaining methods were also quite inefficient. However, things have been drastically improved with the implementation of various development projects. The Agha Khan Rural Support Program has contributed a lot in the agricultural development of the area and commercialization of the agricultural products. It has launched various projects for development of barren lands, repair and construction of irrigation channels, introduction of hybrid seeds and cash crops like wheat and potatoes, supply of micro-credit and low-priced agricultural inputs. Few of Gojal's population also work as traders, tourist guides, porters, government functionaries and employees of non-governmental organizations. On the whole, people of the area are 'well fed, clad in reasonable attires, and their houses are in good shape.'

Shimshal Valley is considered as the first Wakhi settlement in Gojal having a blend of Burusho and Wakhi traditions. It is comprised of three villages viz., Aminabad, Shimshal and Khizarabad. Herding and farming are the main professions of its inhabitants and it is one of the few communities of Gilgit-Baltistan who are self sufficient in agricultural products. Major crops include...
wheat, barley, peas, potatoes and beans. Besides, little quantities of garden vegetables and fruits like apples and apricots are also grown there.72

Shimshalis keep extensive livestock consisting of sheep, goats, cattle and yaks.73 In fact, they have more livestock per capita than any other community living in Hunza. According to earlier estimate of 1989, the community had about 6800 sheep and goats, 460 yaks and 330 cattle, 'more than any other community in the Karakarum region'.74 The community has also exclusive grazing rights to over 2700 square kilometers of land which have more than three dozens individual pastures. It also includes three 'large and highly productive alpine areas', namely Pamir, Khunjerab and Lupgar.75 They, therefore, earn lot of income from the trade of dairy products, yaks and carpets made of yak's hair. They are also amongst the world's best climbers and some of them have climbed all five peaks of Pakistan, which are higher than 6000 meters.76 Shimshalis are also among the best porters of the world and ‘porting is currently Shimshal's largest source of cash income’ 77

Because of Wakhi cultural heritage, the cultural traditions of Gojal are quite different from Hunza.78 For instance, there are various festivals which are only celebrated in Gojal tehsil. They include festivals like Kit Dit (to welcome spring and bid farewell to winter), Chineer (harvesting festival), Tagham (seed plantation festival), With Kuch (streams cleaning festival), and Winga- Stuai (bird festival).79 Likewise, there are certain festivals which are celebrated in certain valleys of Gojal only. For instance, Hoshligram (spring festival) and Spunder Vishing (end of ploughing festival) are only celebrated in Shimshal Valley and rest of Gojalis does not celebrate them.80 However, Nauroz festival is celebrated throughout Hunza including Gojal and other parts of Gilgit-Baltistan both by the Twelver and Islamaili Shais.81

It may be pointed out that Gojal’s cultural traditions are in fact reflection of its inhabitants’ day-to-day agro-pastoral activities. For instance, majority of festivals coincide with key dates of the farming calendar and motivate to perform farming tasks together.82 The major change occurred in festival observance is comparatively less participation of the general public in such activities. A local farmer, Chiragh Ali, observed that ‘now-a-days they are facing shortage of manpower even to irrigate their crop fields, naturally who can afford time to celebrate these festivals.’83

The cultural traditions of Gojal and their life style still have influences of Wakhan, Badakhshan and Central Asia. For instance, the use of word 'Baig' as a part of male names, which has Central Asian and Mughal background, is very common in Gojal area. Thus very often we find names like Qara Baig, Qizil Baig, Mughal Baig, Dara Baig, Khush Baig, Karim Baig, Gul Baig, etc. Likewise, female names like Pari Chahrah, Badshah Begum, Bibi Roshan, Daulat Bibi, Nasim Khatoon remind us of Central Asian legacy.84
The Central Asian influences on cultural traditions of Hunza and Gojal were reinforced when Mirs of Hunza, married with ruling families of Chitral, Badakhshan, Baltistan and Serikol, China.\textsuperscript{85} The immigration of skilled labour and trade caravans from Central Asia also played their role in influencing the local cultural patterns. For instance, cannon manufacturers were hired by Mir of Hunza from Badakhshan while carpenters tools were often imported from Wakhan, Badakhshan and Kashgher.\textsuperscript{86} The pilgrims from neighbouring countries particularly from Wakhan and Sarikol also used to come to visit local sufi shrines, chiefly shrine of Baba Ghundi in Chupason Valley of Gojal.\textsuperscript{87} The Wakhi community of Gojal has also influenced housing patterns of Hunza. Initially, the houses of Hunza were built on local style known as Burushikitta. Later, they were replaced by Wakhan style homes which are called Goshi Ha.\textsuperscript{88}

Another significant feature of Gojal's society is efficient law and order situation and peace and harmony prevalent in the area. It is quite contrary to earlier reputation of the residents of adjoining Hunza Valley who were notorious for plunder, murder, attacks on trade caravans and involvement in slave trade.\textsuperscript{89} For instance, G.W. Leitner recorded in 1889, that ‘the people of Hunza are dreaded robbers and kidnappers.’\textsuperscript{90} In fact, their attacks had created so much harassment among the traders that many trade routes were altogether abandoned. The situation got so worsened, that the administration of British India had to intervene militarily to maintain law and order.\textsuperscript{91} However, at present the people of Hunza are courteous and treat the tourists and travelers with respect. In fact, it has been observed that “it is hard to imagine their recent ancestors were those who plundered the caravans en route to China.”\textsuperscript{92}

In Gojal more than 26 organizations have been registered to work for preservation of Wakhi culture and area development. The main include Gulmit Educational and Social Welfare Society; Khujerab Village Organization, Counseling and Management Body, Gulmit; Gulmit Conservation Project, Shah-i-Khyber Nature Conservation, Ghulkin Nature Conservation & Educational Welfare Organization, Rituals Committee and WTCA.\textsuperscript{93} Besides these social organizations, there are several Ismaili organizations working under the guidance of the Shia Imami Ismaili Council for Gulmit. They include: Agha Khan Youth and Sports Board; Agha Khan Economic Planning Board; Agha Khan Social Welfare Board; Agha Khan Planning and Construction Board; Agha Khan Cultural Support Services; Agha Khan Health Services; Agha Khan Counseling and Arbitration Committee; and Ismailia Tariqah and Religious Education Board.\textsuperscript{94}
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